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Abstract - Taking specific precautionary actions in accordance with recognized scientific recommendations can help to
prevent or mitigate the effects of an earthquake. These precautions may help to reduce the loss of life and property in
earthquake-prone locations. It is imperative that the general public be educated on the need of following conventional
precautions while building in situated earthquake locations. Various institute and workshops modification of
engineering curriculum in light of regular earthquakes in various sections of the nation may be of tremendous
assistance in minimizing damage.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Earthquake happens mechanically and a few instances happens with unpredictable and resulting from a speedy launch of
strength withinside the earth ensuing earthquake waves. some important steps should be followed through the development
technique to make sure that building is constructed seismic wave resistance. seismic wave proof systems are the ones which
can be constructed to resist the outcomes of a seismic wave. systems which can be both earthquake-evidence or have a
minimum wave effect that is called earthquake resistance construction. shape may be absolutely secure from the outcomes of
seismic waves. The primary motive of seismic wave constructing, on the opposite side, is to broaden systems that could bear
earthquake pastime or occasions higher than their traditional analogue, as a result decreasing the lack of lifestyles through
taking in remedies at some point of the development point. subsequently, in quaker susceptible places, constructing should
consist approach of guarantee balance accessibility, and durability, in addition to an excessive stage of security.
2.LITRATURE REVIEW:
1.Daud, M.A.M, M.Z. Selemat and A.Rivai 2013: In this research paper researcher analysis that thermoplastic polymer
waste in lightweight concrete can reduce overall structure weight by replacing the concrete by lightweight concrete and it will
be useful for high rise structure.
2. Kara rogers, Ashton coffer 2015: In this research paper writer conclude that all structure should be resistance against
earthquake and also explained technique for the earthquake resistance building that basic isolation technique should be
adopted which are very effective for the safety against the seismic wave, in this ground can be in movement without transfer
wave effect on the structure.
3. Sudhir J. Jain 2019: Writer explained that after the severe earthquake which destroy the both human life and structures,
introduced codes in 1962 in India for the construction of earthquake resistance building. That code was published by the
bureau of Indian standard (BIS) in this code publication there was method and technique related to earthquake zone.
4.Ana Phillips: In this research paper researcher conclude that due to population growth and environmental changes
probability of earthquake is increased, Bhuj earthquake was the latest earthquake which destroy the human life and many
mega structures. The main purpose of this research was to describe impermanency, abrasion and to identify the probability of
risk.
3. METHODOLOGY
It has been noticed that earthquakes inflict significant damage either owing to traditional ways or methods that do not adhere
to the design ideas of earthquake resistant building. As a result, the possibility of an earthquake must be factored into the
design.
Three main categories may be used to describe earthquake-resistant design principles:
apartments, embankments, apertures (gate, casement, and storeys), station, and base considerations should be taken.
The arrangement and overall design must be considered in order to provide lateral resistance.
Consideration of heavily loaded and important parts, with reinforcing provided as needed.
It is vital to describe the approaches for resisting earthquakes in constructions in the methodology section.
A). Active & Passive system: Active manage structures are system which have actual time clarification analyzer embedded
into them, higher provider and security. static manage structures are not unusual place technology used to face up to or take in
the electricity generated through earthquakes. Consider the subsequent scenario: Dampers for Viscous Fluids
B). Shear walls: Buildings with bolstered concrete shear partitions are powerful structure approach for seismic wave and help
to face up to gravity and lateral stresses.
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Fig. -1. Shear wall
C). Bracing:
There are some types of bracings are in practice in construction of building like diagonal, triangular, cross and eccentric type
bracing and during earthquake these all bracing resists the earthquake waves and make any construction safe and stable
against earthquake.
Apart from it to reduce the effect of earthquake we also use the dampers. dampers decrease the energy level of earthquake
waves

.

Fig.-2. Bracing
D). Rollers: Now days engineers practicing a roller device method in mega commercial building likes malls stadium and
statues, result in buildings that do not move with the ground since there is no friction.

Fig.-3. Rollers
E). Base Separation: One of the ways to safeguard a structure against earthquakes is to use base isolation. It is a set of
structural features designed to disconnect a superstructure from its substructure while it is lying on shaky ground, therefore
safeguarding a building or non-building structure.
When the earth shakes beneath a structure sitting on frictionless rollers, that rollers bear the earthquake waves and reduce the
total earthquake force and energy to make the building stable and earthquake resistance.
F). Lightweight materials: In the case of constructions, lightweight materials can significantly withstand earthquake effects.
One of the most common lightweight building materials is lightweight concrete. Lightweight concrete can be manufactured
with lightweight aggregates or foaming additives like aluminium powder.
G). Bands: To ensure and to make any building earthquake resistance there is a band technique which can reduce the
earthquake effect on a structure and can make structure earthquake resistance.
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Fig.-4. Bands
H). Retrofitting: This is a method of adding extra power to building that are no capable owing initial structure limitations
and substance deterioration caused by time or changes made during use over time. The Masur Temples in Kangra, for
example, have been altered to account for the impacts of earthquakes. The response of buildings to earthquakes is altered as a
result of retrofitting. It is less expensive than reconstructing. It has the ability to avert total collapse. First code for earthquake
was introduced in 1962.
Currently Bureau of India using following codes in the construction of earthquake resistance structureIn criteria of designing and construction of earthquake resistance building engineers using IS 1893 code.
In practice engineers are using IS 4326 codes for earthquake resistance building and construction.
For the guiding and improving the existence technique of earthquake resistance building code IS 13827.
In the low strength masonry building construction and for improving the existence technique engineers practicing IS 13828.
For the repair and to improve the existence technique for the earthquake resistance building code IS 13935.
For the ductile explanation and for the construction of concrete structure code IS 13920.

Fig.-5. Retrofitting
After practicing these all-codes standards engineers cannot be sure that building will be unaffected by earthquakes of any
magnitude. However, to the degree practicable, they ensure that structures can withstand moderate-intensity earthquakes
beyond building harm and high intensity earthquake can harm the construction and building.
4.RESULTS:
Info’s from the evidence done on 7.7 Richter scale earthquake that struck Bhuj and Kutch in Gujarat on January 26, 2001 at
08:46 AM revealed that 20,000 people died, 3, 40,000 homes were destroyed, 6, 00,000 people were displaced, and another
844000 homes were damaged.
Structures, industrial buildings, rail bridges, roadways, and monuments were all obliterated by this spectacular earthquake
(Shiva Temple). Bhuj's Rajolati Chattri suffered some damage. Buildings owned by RCC were also severely damaged.
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Fig.-6. Bhuj earthquake building collapse

Graph. -1. Bhuj earthquake timing and intensity
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Fig. -8. Seismic behaviour during Bhuj earthquake
5.CONCLUSION:
Seismic waves shake the earth, inflicting homes to collapse, and disturb the transportation and disturb the supply chain of
basic need like milk fruits and vegetables. landslides and tsunamis are cause of earthquake and in the result of harm the
peoples and cause of flood. seismic waves majorly affect the tectonic plates and in result of a movement take place in plates
and disturb the earth surface. Along a fault, rock blocks slide beyond each other. Smaller earthquakes, referred to as
foreshocks, may also arise earlier than the predominant event, whilst aftershocks may also arise following the primary event.
seismic waves are more often than not limited to seismic zones, which might be more often than not related to sea floor, semi
ridges, and mountainous regions.
The focus refers to the epicenter of an earthquake. epicenter is a point above the center on the upper earth surface. Earth's
surface is only a few tens of kilometers away from most earthquake centers. Shallow-focus earthquakes are those that are less
than 70 kilometers deep. Sometimes seismic wave can be in the depth of 300km where middle point of earthquakes can be 70300 km deep. All of the Earth's earthquake regions have shallow-focus earthquakes, while middle and deep point of seismic
activity are nearly entirely linked by earthquake regions on the ocean trenches.
An earthquake's aggressiveness is determined by its magnitude, lowness (flat earthquakes are more dangerous), and by its
inflictions. The intensity of a seismic wave can be deliberated in condition of the casualty it causes magnitude and the range
of earth shakes and power it releases related to the Richter magnitude.
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